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British Crown Peddles
Hitler-Style Genocide
by an EIR Investigative Team
Dec. 21—On Dec. 12, an EIR News Service wire, headlined, “British Admit: Copenhagen Is All About Genocide,” reported: “The official British policy for the Copenhagen conference is now out, in explicit language:
genocide, on a scale that would make Adolf Hitler
blush. The London School of Economics, the anchor of
the Fabian Gordon Brown government, has produced a
study for Copenhagen, released by the British organization Optimum Population Trust (OPT), calling for the
reduction of world population by between 3-5 billion
people between now and 2050. This flagrant call for
mass extermination is based on the argument that the
single greatest cause of global warming is overpopulation, and that the most ‘cost-effective’ cure for global
warming is radical population reduction.
“According to a recent OPT study, the so-called
global warming crisis can be solved most cheaply, by
reducing the world population by 500 million between
now and 2050. Since linear population projections put
world population at well over 9 billion by that date, the
proposal to cut back world population to just over 6 billion people, would mean the elimination of 3 billion
people.
“Indeed, an OPT press release, dated March 16,
2009, titled ‘Earth Heading for 5 Billion Overpopulation?’ reported, ‘Based on ecological footprint and biological capacity data which have become available over
the last decade, OPT estimates the world’s sustainable
population currently at 5 billion and the U.K.’s at 18
million (the U.K.’s actual current population is 61 million).’
“The release continued, ‘however, these figures are
predicated on present levels and patterns of consumption. Greener lifestyles in the U.K. could push up its
sustainable population; by contrast, if the world as a
whole grows richer and consumes more, this will reduce
the planet’s carrying capacity. If present trends continue, by 2050, when the UN projects world population
will be 9.1 billion, there will be an estimated 5 billion
more people than the Earth can support.’
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“A later OPT report, prepared for Copenhagen,
called ‘Fewer Emitters, Lower Emissions, Less Cost,’
spelled out London’s solution: Place population reduction at the top of the agenda. OPT ‘called on climate
change negotiators to ensure that population restraint
policies are adopted by every state worldwide to combat
climate change.’
“The UNFPA, the United Nations Population Fund,
gave its de facto blessing to this mass murder scheme
on Nov. 18, when they featured Optimum Population
Trust’s director, Roger Martin, as a presenter of the
UN’s own ‘State of World Population 2009’ report, a
document geared to the now-ongoing Copenhagen conference on global warming. While the UN report, itself,
makes the same link between global warming and population growth, it is the OPT study and its ‘Pop Offsets’
program of targeted population reduction in the world’s
poorest countries, that defines the true London agenda
at Copenhagen.”

Genocide Rejected at Copenhagen
The British Malthusian agenda was, fortunately, repudiated at Copenhagen. The only “accord” to come
out of the two-week long (Dec. 7-18) extravaganza,
was a dissenting text, based on a document drafted
weeks before the conference, by China, India, South
Africa, and Brazil, rejecting any system of binding caps
on greenhouse gas and carbon emissions, and rejecting
any international enforcement structures. That “BASIC”
(Brazil, South Africa, India, China) document was
signed by U.S. President Barack Obama, in a lastminute session after most heads of state had already left
the conference site. Obama feared an enormous political backlash, if he came back from Copenhagen emptyhanded, following his earlier Copenhagen Olympics
gaffe, and the accelerating collapse of the U.S. economy, which had already substantially eroded public
support for his Presidency.
The fact that the President, in his political desperation, sided with the developing-sector bloc, which repudiated the London-led drive for a world ecological
dictatorship, was not lost on Obama’s British sponsors,
who are in an all-out drive to obliterate his Presidency.
Within hours of the collapse of the British Copenhagen
agenda, the British press was full of blood-curdling attacks on Obama. Greenpeace, an arm of the British
Royals’ Worldwide Fund for Nature (WWF) apparatus,
denounced the President as “the man who killed Copenhagen.”
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posed the role of the British
Crown in peddling schemes to
eliminate upwards of 80% of
the world’s population. From
the very outset, the global conservation/ecology movement
was a post-World War II fraud,
aimed at reviving eugenics
and euthanasia, in the aftermath of the defeat of Hitler,
and the discrediting of those
British-authored mass-murder
policies. Every founder of the
post-war conservation/ecology movement was a British
Crown retainer, from Sir Julian
Huxley, to Sir Peter Scott, to
Max Nicholson. And they all
His Royal Virus Prince Philip wants to see the world’s population reduced to no more than 2
knew
that “ecology” was the
billion; his World Wildlife Fund was created to see that it happens.
postmodern parlance for mass
euthanasia.
Lyndon LaRouche warned on Dec. 18, that PresiThe British Royal Consort, Prince Philip, along
dent Obama needs to tighten his security, now that
with wartime Nazi Allgemeine SS officer Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, founded the World Wildlife
London has decided that he is no longer a viable tool of
Fund in 1961, and soon afterwards, launched the 1001
their drive to destroy the United States and establish an
Trust—A Nature Conservancy—to finance a worldoligarchical post-Westphalian Malthusian fascist world
order.
wide radical environmental movement, which would
emerge out of the cultural paradigm shift to a counterWhat Broke the Copenhagen Scheme
culture, following the assassination of President John
Sources close to the U.S. Presidency confirmed to
F. Kennedy.
EIR that what broke up London’s Copenhagen scheme
Prince Philip has boasted that he hopes to be reinwas the issue of genocide. According to one former
carnated as a deadly virus—so he can contribute to radical population reduction. He has stated that he wishes
senior U.S. official, who was deeply involved in the
to see the world population reduced to below 2 billion
Copenhagen preparations, many developing-sector
people—to preserve his royal lifestyle.
leaders actually bought into the climate change fraud,
Prince Charles, the Prince of Wales, is an equally
particularly those among British Commonwealth
fanatical ecologist/Malthusian. The apparatus centered
member-states. However, as the Summit approached, it
in the British royal household surfaced in the run-up to
became clear that the actual agenda had nothing to do
Copenhagen, as the biggest promoters of mass genowith global warming at all. The conference was all
cide, under the guise of “solving global warming.” They
about imposing Malthusian genocide, specifically targeting the developing world.
stand exposed as criminals against humanity.
Indeed, the epicenter of this global Malthusian
The Apparatus
drive to wipe out billions of people over the next sevMany world leaders—who had previously bought
eral generations, is the British Crown. The central role
into the idea that the British monarchy today is a powerof the British monarchy, in the months leading up to
less relic of imperial glory long since passed—were
Copenhagen, in publicly promoting genocide, was a
visibly shocked at the events in Trinidad and Tobago
strategic miscalculation, which blew up in their
faces.
from Nov. 27-29, 2009, when Queen Elizabeth II used
For decades, this news service has regularly exthe occasion of the annual British Commonwealth
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Heads of Government Meeting
(CHOGM), to declare that the
British Empire was back, that “the
Commmonwealth” would take
leadership to push through a binding global climate change regime
in Copenhagen. The Queen
flaunted the fact that the 54 Commonwealth nations constituted
one-third of the world’s population, and an even larger portion of
the planet’s landmass. French
President Nicolas Sarkozy was
touted as the guest of honor at the
CHOGM, indicating that a new
“Entente Cordiale” was in the
offing at Copenhagen.
The Queen’s pronouncements
at Trinidad were no idle threats.
Claudio Celani
Behind the Empire’s drive for a The fanatical Malthusian Prince Charles, shown here with his Mum, is no babe in the
new global Malthusian post- woods (despite his frequent trips to the rainforest), when it comes to promoting the Royal
Family’s genocide policies.
nation-state system, is an apparatus of radical ecology groups and
non-governmental organizations (NGOs), bankrolled
about 17 months for the Earth to regenerate what we
by the Crown and by the most powerful corporate interuse in one year.”
ests in the trans-Atlantic region.
The Network’s “ecological footprint” data, which is
The organizations, combined, form an interlocking
used by the UN and by the WWF, along with 126 governments, leaves out the most essential character of hudirectorate of anti-science, radical depopulation groupings—all, ultimately run by the British Crown, through
manity: man’s capacity to make scientific and technological discoveries that redefine resources, and allow
Prince Philip’s WWF.
for expanding potential relative population density.
Among the most prominent of these groups at Copenhagen were: the Optimum Population Trust, menHuman progress, to the point of sustaining a global
tioned above; Prince Charles’ Rainforest Network; and
population of over 6.8 billion people, disproves and
the Global Footprint Network, the Malthusian umbrella
discredits the very essence of the Global Footprint Network’s argument.
organization which prominently includes OPT.
Indeed, the GFN boasts that their entire program is
The Global Footprint Network was founded in 2003,
based on the thoroughly discredited radical Malthuto present quack “proof” that the world is overpopulated, that world carrying capacity is shrinking, and that
sian report of the Club of Rome, Limits to Growth,
produced in the early 1970s by MIT fraudsters Jay
billions of people—living and not yet born—are going
Forrester and Dennis Meadows. In the run-up to Coto have to be eliminated to save mankind from certain
extinction.
penhagen, Meadows resurfaced with a 30-years-later
On Nov. 24, just days before the start of the Copenreprise of his original study, demanding radical popuhagen Summit, the GFN issued a report, claiming “hulation reduction on an even more murderous scale than
manity now requires the resources it would take almost
he promoted in the ’70s.
one and a half planets to sustainably produce. . . . Data
OPT, which was prominently deployed at Copenhagen, is a direct arm of the British Crown, with such
show that humanity is demanding nature’s resources
“former” top Foreign and Commonwealth Office manand producing carbon dioxide emissions at a rate 44
darins as Sir Crispin Tickell, former British Ambaspercent faster than what nature can regenerate and reabsorb. This ecological overshoot means it now takes
sador to the United Nations Security Council; Jona60
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thon Porritt, Commander of the British Empire,
longtime head of the British Friends of the Earth
(FOE) and the top environmentalist in the Tony Blair
government as chairman of the UK Sustainable Development Commission; and Sir David Attenborough,
trustee of the British Museum and Royal Botanical
Gardens.
The direct hand of the British Royal Family was
also prominent at Copenhagen, through Prince
Charles’ Rainforest Project, which was launched in
October 2007, explicitly to promote radical population reduction as the solution to global warming. The
Project promotes the idea that rainforests must be cut
off from human activity, particularly from agriculture,
forestry, and mining, because any economic development contributes to global warming. The original idea
of a tax on advanced sector countries, which would go
into a fund to buy off developing nations, to convince
them seal off their rainforests from human access, was
presented by Prince Charles at the kickoff meeting of
his Rainforest Project on Oct. 25, 2007—at a dinner
sponsored by the WWF and hosted by his father,
Prince Philip.
On March 31, 2009, Charles hosted a meeting of the
Rainforest Project at his St. James Palace, to set the
agenda for Copenhagen. Among the attendees: French
President Sarkozy, Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi, German Chancellor Angela Merkel, Australian
Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, World Bank president
Robert Zoellick, Lloyds Bank chairman Lord Peter
Levene of Portsoken, four British government ministers, including Foreign Secretary David Miliband and
Energy Minister Edward Miliband (and a partridge in a
pear tree).
The top-down genocide agenda of the Rainforest
Project is further underscored by the fact that the organization is directed and bankrolled by the biggest raw
material and financial cartels on the planet, starting with
Rio Tinto Plc, the giant British precious metals cartel
that is part of the Queen’s personal financial portfolio.
Rio Tinto’s CEO, Tom Albanese, is a member of the 27person steering committee of the Rainforest Project.
Other corporate sponsors include Barclays Bank, Royal
Dutch Shell, Morgan Stanley, Deutsche Bank, and DLA
Piper.
Research for this article was provided by Richard Freeman, Gretchen Small, Jeffrey Steinberg, and Scott
Thompson.
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London’s ‘Islam Brigade’

Afghan Drugs Target
Russia; U.S. Ignores
by Ramtanu Maitra
Dec. 17—NATO Secretary-General Anders Fogh Rasmussen was in Moscow yesterday seeking more help
from Russia to meet the logistics requirements of the
U.S. and NATO-led war in Afghanistan. Speaking to reporters after talks with President Dmitri Medvedev,
Rasmussen said he was asking Russia to supply helicopters, spare parts, and fuel, and to train Afghan pilots.
However, Russia’s repeated demand that the huge
production of Afghan drugs be curbed, has been systematically ignored. Drug production there has increased almost fourfold annually since the 1990s, flooding neighboring Russia and Iran in particular. The huge
sums of drug money and Britain’s Islam Brigade—the
terrorist Hizbut Tahrir (HuT)—have continued to
weaken Russia and the nations to its south.
Rasmussen’s pell-mell rush to Moscow is yet another
outcome of the foreign troop surge, which may be as high
as 40,000, including the 7,000 promised by NATO in 2010,
and of the increasing uncertainty of the main supply line
from the Port of Karachi to Kabul and Kandahar that serves
the foreign troops. In February, Russia agreed to allow the
transit of non-lethal supplies for NATO and U.S. troops in
Afghanistan. This time around, Russian Foreign Minister
Sergei Lavrov said the President had instructed his government to study the NATO chief’s proposals and respond. It
is likely that Russia would further extend help to ease
pressure on the foreign troops and not demand a quid
pro quo. It is important to note that the Russian help that
has been extended already, was without any strings attached, while NATO and the United States have done
absolutely nothing to curb either the massive annual
opium production in Afghanistan or the terrorist operations inside Russia, orchestrated by the London-controlled HuT and financed by drug money.

Rumsfeld-Speak: My Way, or the Highway
Within months after the despised Taliban were
ousted from Kabul, poppy production in Afghanistan
International
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